
KS2 
Monday 1st February  2021 – Year 5 

 

Please send your completed work to 5M@marshill.bham.sch.uk / 5J@marshill.bham.sch.uk 

9:00-10am 10-11am 
 

11-
11.15am 

11.15-12.15pm 
 

12.15 – 1.15pm 
 

1.15 -2:15pm 
 

Close Reading 

LO: to decipher the 

meaning of new 

words. 

Read Chapter 2 of THE 

INVISIBLE SPY –  

Chapter 2 (A nose for 

trouble) 

Misjudged notorious 

join forces beckoned 

intrigued dazed gaped 

rare missions 

participation dominated 

exasperation 

1. Read pages 1 -6   

2. Complete the 

second column 

of the table. 

Use the words and 

sentences around the 

word to help to figure 

out the meaning. 

3 Use the glossary 

of dictionary to 

find meaning. 

 

ENGLISH 
 
 

LO:  to edit and improve spelling 

Read the passage 

First identify the type of mistake in 

the passage, then correct the 11 

mistakes.  

 

 

LO:  to edit and improve 

 

Read which you completed on Friday.  

 

 Check your spelling. 

 

 Check against the success criteria. 

 

 Have you included all of the 

necessary features and 

vocabulary? 

 

 

FINAL DRAFT 

 

Now write out your letter in your 

neatest handwriting.  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Break 

MATHS 
Starter:  
LO: to multiply by 10 and 
100 
Watch my video on the link 
below: 
https://drive.google.com/d
rive/folders/1w0LYHSRqou
H3APADvdxRA3k-
fR4DbhWT 
 
or select activities from 
Active Learn for maths to 
multiply by 10and 100. 
 
LO: to use short 
multiplication 
 

https://classroom.thenat
ional.academy/lessons/s
hort-multiplication-
c8v64c 
 
Now try the tasks below 
and then the mastery 
questions. 

Lunch 

COMPUTING (PURPLE MASH) 
LO: to create a database around a 
chosen topic. 
 

Success criteria  
• Children have designed an avatar 
for a class database.  

• Children have searched for data in 
a database.  

 
https://www.purplemash.com/sc
h/marshhill 
 
On Purple Mash the database tool 
we will be using is 2Investigate. 
 
Go to the 2do and find 2Do:  
Fish Database: Simple Questions - 
Quiz 
 
You will also need to open 
2Investigate (then launch app) and 
search the Fish database to answer 
the questions. 
 
Then write questions for their 
classmates to answer. 
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English and Maths to be emailed by 12.30pm 
Foundation work to be emailed by 2.30pm 
This is to allow staff to respond to work completed daily. 
 
Maths – Task1 
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Maths – Task2 
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Mastery 1 
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Mastery2  
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Vocabulary  Meaning in context  Dictionary/ Glossary 

misjudged   

notorious        

beckoned    

Intrigued    

dazed   

gaped   

 rare   

missions   

participation   

dominated   

exasperation   

splayed   

 rotor blades   

gut-churning   

regained     

surged   
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Activity One 

 

 First identify the type of mistake in the passage, then correct the 11 mistakes.  
 

 
He wasn’t exacly dressed like an elf, come to think of it. The boy (Russell was farely sure this was a 

boy now) had thick, dark hair which he war long and free, "Like a girl," Russell though. He wore an 

all-in-one suit made out of what seemed to be a flexable, smooth tweed. Russell wondered if it was 

itchy. He had a utility belt holding tinny tools; a hammer, pliers, a screwdriver and a quantity of wire 

ties. All perfect, miniscule replicas of fermiliar items in Russell’s dad’s tool box. On his back was a 

rucksack with, Russell presumed, his climbing geer inside it. On his feet were a pair of chocolate 

brown boots which looked like leather gloves, but for feet. There was a seperate section for each toe. 

“Five toes through,” Russell noted, “same as me.” The eyes that were now looking at Russell 

expectantly were deep brown, almost black and the elf’s skin was shiny, soft looking and a deep 

mahogany colour.  
 


